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P ersisten t in th e R ight; F earless in Opposing W rong,
COLLEGEVILLB,

"VOXjTT^Æ
E 13-

Department of Science.
E dited by DR. J. HAMER, S r.

M atter,

Forc«^ and Consequent
M otion

( continued from last week .)

of the original by the assimilative en
ergy within. During its active state
attractive' and repulsive energy are
manifest, attractive by “a protoplasmic
stream” that bears into the central
mass matter in which is contained nu
triment, and repulsive by a protoplas
mic stream casting out the indigestibles.
( continued next week .)

The marine Moner called Protamixa
aurentiaca furnishes a good example of
the lowest cycle in animal development.
Commencing its existence as a particle
I rang for Betsy to bring my tea up
of simple homogeneous protoplasm it stairs, and hunted for the sal volatile to
issues pear-shaped with a number of to compose my nerves. The new pro
other zoospores formed from the divis fessor had arrived to deliver his first
ion of the parent mass of protoplasm lecture- to the pupils of Heliotrope
into the water on the bursting of the Female academy. As the “accomplish
round cyst enclosing the parent, moves ed principal,” so the newspapers express
freely about by the vibrations of flag it, of this great institution, I considered
ella formed by the drawing out of their it my duty to have a professor of sci
small ends. “ After about a day the ence added to my corps of teachers. I t
motions cease ; the flagella are drawn sounded well, in speaking, to say “ Pro
in, the plastidoles take the form and fessor West, of Heliotrope Academy.”
lead the life of Amaebae, putting forth I must say it was the aim of my life to
inconstant pseudopodial processes, and have everything appear much better
engulfing nutrient particles in their than it really was. At a teachers’ meet
substance. Two or more amaebiform ing we had discussed the matter. “I
bodies unite to form a plasmodium ; shall stipulate for an unmarried man,”
its pseudopodial extensions send out I informed the ladies. “ Middle aged,
branches which inosculate to form a learned and accomplished for intellectual
net work ; and the body grows, by the women like ourselves.” The teachers
ingestion of nutriment,to the size of the all agreed with me, but Col. Sands, my
original. In its active state it has the wealthy patron, demurred at the pro
Stella form ;—its arborescent extensions posed advance. He came in just as our
dividing and inosculating so as to form meeting adjourned. Being a widower
a constantly changing net-work of pro and as Edith had taken her history les
toplasmic threads, along which stream son in to the study to learn, I begged
in all directions orange-red granules,— him to sit down and tell us how he
together with foreign organisms—such managed his dear motherless children.
as marine Diatoms, Radiolarians, and
“I don’t managet them—bless if I do
Infusoria—which, having been entrap I ’ve turned them over to you ladies to
ped in the pseudopodial net-work, are manage. Keep that rascal Dick Gran
carried by the protoplasmic stream ger away from my Edith. That’s all I
into the central mass, where the nutri ask. Bless my heart, what can I do
ent matter of their bodies is extracted, with a parcel of girls on my hands ?”
the hard skeletons being cast out.
I had numberless answers to my ad
After a time' the currents become
vertisement for a professor, but I tossed
slow er; the ramified extensions are
them all aside and engaged Professor
gradually drawn inward ; and after
West. The moment my eyes rested
ejecting any indigestibles it may still
upon him I felt intuitively that the very
inclilde, the body takes the form of an
person I desired had presented himself.
orange-red sphere, round which a cyst
So handsome, so very handsome, iu
soon forms itself. After a period of
spite of immense green goggles; so
queiscence, the protoplasmic substance
gentle and refined and so good, so in
retreats from the interior of the cyst,
nocently good—I engaged him at once
and breaks up into a number of small
on the easiest terms. Indeed, Professor
spheres, which, at first inactive, soon
West declared himself so appreciative
begin to move within the cyst, and
of the great advantage of enjoying our
change their shape to that of a pear,
society that he almost forgot the ques
with the small ends drawn out to a
tion of salary. He was quite indifferent
point.”—Dr. W. B. Carpenter. We
to money. I found him willing to come
have thus traced this individual of
the Monerazoa until it has completed for a mere pittance, which went far to
its humble cycle and is about to end its bias me in his favor, as it always does
existence by the succession of a young seem hard to pay out so much money
progeny formed from the protoplasm to teachers. The flutter of my nerves
which composed its body. We have mentioned above was occasioned by the
seen that after the forces bad been arrival of the professor. He was actu
actively at work for a season, after it ally in the house. All the teachers were
had attained to about the size of the struck by his ingenuous manner and
individual from which it bad its origin, bis straightforward, beautiful candor.
“He says he never met a more charm
and like it had become surrounded by
a cyst all evidence of force acting ing set of ladies,” observed Miss Brown
through this mass of protoplasm ceased. the English teacher. “ He says the
As we view it now in this state it is girls are not to his taste at a ll; he de
motionless and apparently dead, But spises such young things ; he says my
no decomposition or analysis takes eyes are lovely.”
“Ma foi 1 Your eyes indeed !” ejacu
place. No hydrogen, nitrogen or oxogen with carbon composing the body lated Mamselle Alice, the French teach
reverts into the gaseous state and the er. “ He vow my retrousse nose is pi
forces that hold the elements in situ re quant, charmante—ah, monsieur is one
main stable. It now seems as if the grand gentleman.”
“I don’t blieve in flattery/’ interject
acting and reacting forces bad brought
about a state of equilibrium. But the ed Miss Turner. “Nobody insults me
inherent energy does not long remain by compliments. The professor thought
latent. The first evidence after this l was one of the girls; indeed I never
quiescent state that we have of energy, saw a man so amazed as when I told
is the movement of the protoplasmic him 1 was a teacher.” Miss Sumer look
substance from the interior of the cyst ed every day of her 45 years.
"He is very near sigeted,” I remind
and the arrangement of the protoplasm
into numerous small spheres. While ed her.
“Not at all,” insisted Miss Turner.
the force is expended in forming these
spheres they are inactive and seem ap “ He only wears glasses to shade his
parently lifeless. But we soon see that eyes, and he always says just what he
the energy is now active within these thinks.”
Putting on my glasses I drew out a
small spheres which “ begin to move
within the cyst, and change their shape note. It was from the professor. I
to that of a pear with the small ends was determined to read it merely as a
drawn out to a point.” As they move check in their vanity and conceit. “ Let
outward the cyst enclosing the parent me see,” I began, quite as if the idea
mass of protoplasm bursts and they had that moment occurred to me. “ He
issue forth into the water swimming says in this note : *1 am coming early
“ freely about by the vibrations of flag to have a better opportunity of know
ella formed by the drawing out of their ing a lady whom 1 have long admired
small ends.” The forces in about a day for her talents and erudition.” Without
again change and “the motions cease, the smallest notice of a decidedly envi
and the flagella are drawn in” and the ous laugh I folded the note and went
plastidoles changed into Amaebae. Now to my room, to read up on the miocene
the forces are manifest by the incon period. The professor was to lecture
stant motion of their pseudopodial pro on the miocene period. After taking
cesses, and engulfing nutrient particles my seat and leaving my glasses on the
in their substance. During this state table—they always made me look ten
a union is induced between two or years older—I went down to see Pro
more individuals sometimes around a fessor West. To my amazement there
diatom to which they had been at sat Mam’selle Felicie in her best black
tracted and around which they form a silk, with crimson trimmings, talking
“ plasmodium,” and then this double or in her excitable foreign way. Thereon
treble formed body grows to the size i the other side was Miss Brown in best

THE NEW PROFESSOR.

plaid smiling in bland amiability. Miss
Turner in her Sunday cashmere ogled
him in front. To do the professor jus
tice, be seemed restless and in evident
expectation of some one else. As he
turned at once to me I felt certain that
I was the person for whom my hand
some young professor waited. We dis
cussed extinct pachyderms of the mioc
ene period. I made some strong points
to which he yielded without argument.
Mis Turner whispered quite audibly that
the professor had not a chance to put in
a word.
When we were passing into the lec
ture room I observed that he looked at
Edith Sand, who contrived to be in our
way, and that she laughed rather pert
ly. Before I could speak to her the
professor said in a low ton : “ What a
grand figure you have, my dear lady—
queenly, positively queenly.” .
I heard that sily Edith titter so rude
ly that common decorum induced me
to send her to a back seat. She is con
sidered beautiful by some people, but
to my thinking her face is weak; be
sides, she has a round, chubby figure.
I bad it from the professor himself that
be admired a queenly figure. The lec
ture was rather obscure, of course. I
saw that the professor was very deep,
but I am not sure the girls appreciated
their privilege. Edith Sands turned
very red and almost choked with laugh
ter. If it had been any one else than
Professor West I might have imagined
that he became a trifle mixed and con
fusing on the miocene strata, but then
he was certainly a handsome man. By
the merest accident I happened in the
hall when the professor was putting on
his overcoat, and found the teachers
around him in an admiring circle. I
must say that my acumen and know
ledge of human nature never evinced its
elf so distinctly as when I engaged pro
fessor West. He turned at once to
me and spoke in the most complimentary,
manner of my observations of the terti
ary epoch, “ Nothing ever interested
me so much. We must talk it over
thoroughly ; it is most absorbing,” he
declared ; “ besides, we don’t often have
the advantage of such an intellect as
yours to elucidate abstruse matters.”
Which proved how very much interest
ed he was in this subject.
Edith Sands came in from the library
for a book just as the professor closed
the door behind him. I noticed that
she wore a buttonhole boquet with a
Jacqueminot rose aud smilax, which I
am positive the professor wore while he
delivered his lecture. The artful minx
must have picked it up somewhere.
“ How did you ever come by those
flowers, Miss Edith ?” I demanded se
verely.
The girl turned very red. “ Somebody
gave them to me,” she said in insolent
defiance.
“ Yon wicked girl, broke in Miss Turn
er,” do you remember Ananias and Sap
phire ? Those are the professor’s
flowers. You pert, vain creature to
suppose he would give them to a chit
like you—it is shameful.”
Edith reddened more und more, but
I could see that she was tittering and
laughing to herself while I sent her to
bed. “I will speak to Edith to-morrow.
She can’t trifle with me. I do believe I
can see through a mill-stone. No one
can blind me,” I said in a tone of deep
meaning.
“ Some one ought to give the profes
sor a hint of Edith’s duplicity,” suggest
ed Miss Brown.
Perhaps it would be just as well to
give him a hint of her shocking behavior
toward that dissolute wretch, Dick
Granger,” supplemented Miss Turner.
“ I shall certainly do so,”’ I returned
in emphatic approval. “ Professor West
must be warned, he is such a good man
—such an innocent, uususpecting dis
position—we must take care of him. I
do flatter myself I am a judge of men
—yes, he must be told about Edith
Sands.”
The teachers agreed with me perfect
ly ; indeed, I could not recollect when
we were all so unanimous upon any sub
ject, I though over all I had to say to
the professor, until I had arranged
quite a happy and effective way of put
ting it. Plainly it was my duty to se
cure the professor against the arts and
wiles of this weak, pretty face—a girl
without the faintest claim to queenly
figure.
Professor West, arrived much earlier
than we expected. However the mom
ent I heard of it I saw my opportunity
to give him a precautionary hint about
Edith’s indecorous, artful ways. The
parlor door was partly open, and the
professor’s voice audible from within.
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I had the curiosity to stop outside and
listen. My position demands watchful
ness.
“Don’t be alarmed,” he was saying ;
“ my luck never wavers. That old
dragon is on match for me.”
“ But I ’m dying with fright all the
time. How can you do it ?”
The voice was no other than Edith’s.
She broke off into a laugh, but turned
first red, then pale, when I walked in,
holding myself very erect and assum
ing my most commanding aspect. I t
evidently impressed the professor, for
he put on his immense green glasses
and at once began to talk to me of the
fossils /Of the tertiary epoch. I made
my points about extinct pachyderms
while I had a chance. They were tel
ling and powerful, aud I must say, de-v
liver m an eloquent and scientific sty le.ed
I had been awake until two in the morn
ing reading up on the subject. Profes
sor West turned his head on one side,
then the other, and looked meditative.
“ I am lost in admiration ; it is your
figure— the form of Juno— superb I in
spiring!” he suddenly declared, with
that delightful, ingenuous candor which
I discovered from the very first as a
beautiful trait of his disposition.
“Don’t flatter me, you dear, naughty
man,” I exclaimed, as I shook my finger
at him,
“ Flattery,” he retorted ; “ I am an un
sophisticated fellow, always letting some
truth slip out and giving offense. Ah
me, I know you are furious.”
Poor fellow 1 He was so grieved and
somehow seemed so fearful of making
me angry, when, on the contrary, I was
pleased, that I remembered Edith.
“Don’t apologize ; the truth will slip
out,” I said very kindly. He did look
so wonderfully hadsome, even with
those hideous green glasses on. “ We
quite understood each other, and I may
say are so congenial that we are some
times imposed upon, I feel it my pain
ful duty to warn you—yes, really warn
you—against a pert, forward, insolent
girl as shallow and vain as a peacock.”
The professor came a step nearer.
“ I think I know who you mean,” he
whispered. I fairly lost my temper—not
with the professor, not at a ll; he was
so good looking—but with that aband-,
oned girl trying to attract his attention
I t was scandalous.
“ She is an unprincipled, designing
creature,” I went on.
“ And so desperate homely,” he added
“I knew you would think so,” was my
triumphant reply ; “ but, would you be
lieve it, some people call Edith Sands
pretty ?”
I noticed that his face flushed sud
denly.
“Edith Sands? Where have I heard
that name?” he questioned, thoughtfully
“Oh I have it—the little girl just now
I scarcely noticed ; very ordinary, is
she not 1” Fearfully so,” I assured
him. “ She has been badly compromis
ed by a shocking affair with a dissolute
scoundrel, Dick Granger. I watched
very closely. The miserable knave
can’t trifle with me. I beg you to re
member that this is a mark of my con
fidence purely confidental. I mean to
out wit that rascal Granger, and of
course I can’t allow you to be taken in
Come to me if Edith speaks, or even
looks at you my dear professor. Be
assured that I will protect you.”
The teachers interrupted me by com
ing in at that moment, but the professor
pressed my hand gratefully and thank
ed me in the sweetest way as we went
out of the Lecture room.
It quite
startled and kept me awake long after
my hour for retiring, and then, late as
it was, I caught a glimpse, through
the window, of Professor West moving
through the shruberry, in the moon
light, gazing upat the windows, perhaps
at mine. The professor is so unsophis
ticated, so innocent and so good so
very good.
*
*
*
* ' *
*

Edith’s home. The messenger returned
with the appalling news that Edith had
not been at home. The mystery deep
ened. I had the garrets and cellars
searched, the cistern dragged, tbeciothes presses examined, and even the great
soap kettle raised to see if she could be
underneath. To no purpose. Miss
Brown rushed suddenly into the study
and handed me a note. It explained all
“ D ear . M adam—I have relieved you
of the care of Edith Sands. We were
married this moining. I don’t charge
you a cent for my two lectures. I'll
even finish the course if you will post
me on extinct pachyderms.
“ D ick W est G ranger.”

Professor West and Dick Granger
were one and the same. The perfidious
wretch! Where is the sal volatile—
uInde" in New York Mercury.
A H E R O IN E .

The following is in outline the story
of a real Kaffir heroine: A father who
had been unfortunate and had lost all
his wealth, was importuned to give up
his two daughters for wives to the
master who had befriended him in his
necessities. He had no power, even if
he had the will, to resist the demand ;
so in due time the daughters were sent
to their intended lord’s kraal. They
would not go into the hut, until at last
they were forcibly carried in. I t was
night, and one of the girls, worn out
with fatigue and weeping, had fallen
asleep. But if she slept her sister was
awake, and determined to be free. Her
eyes turned toward the distant land of
Natal, for amoUg those of her tribe
who had taken refuge there was a cer
tain youDg man with whom she had
beem acquainted from childhood, and
who had obtained possession of her
heart before that evil day which had
compelled him to run for his life.
When she thought the fit moment had
come, Uzinto released herself from her
bonds, and taking up her mat crept
out of the hut.
She determined to
make a way over or through the fence ;
and this being done, she ran across the
dewy grass and began her journey.
Soon after daylight she met a party of
men who asked her where she was
going. She replied without hesitation
that she was going to see a relative
among the Amakoba; but there were
marks of tears upon her face, and her
questioners insisted to know why she
had been weeping. I t was easy to say
that she had been taking snuff; but
they were not satisfied with this ex
planation, and expressed their convic
tion that she was a fugitive on the for
bidden journey to Natal. Her denial
of this assertion being vehement and
vigorous, she was allowed to proceed.
When Uzinto reached the country of
the Amakoba the sun was setting, and
she. had no choice but to enter a kraal
and solicit permission to remain for the
night. The events of the last few days
were known here, and the people easily
divined that she was absconding. They
told her plainly that they should send
a messenger to her husband in the
morning, and detain her until the an
swer had been received. She was too
well secured to escape during the
night, and next morning, after the mes
senger had been sent, she was commit
ted to the custody of the women of
the kraal.
These had their own busi
ness to attend to, and contented them
selves with leaving her bound in the
hut. After a time she severed her
bonds and again set forth. Before she
had gone far, however, a boy in charge
pf the cattle saw her, and immediately
ran to inform the women. These, who
were at work in the garden, threw
down their picks and commenced a hot
pursuit. They had not much difficulty
in catching the fugitive, but she wept,
begged them to kill her, and behaved
so extraordinarily that the women al
lowed her to escape.
She now determined to avoid the
I believe I mentioned abo*Ve how per
kraals,
and travel as much as possible
turbed and broken my rest was on that
in
the
bush.
A terrible fright caused
eventful night. Several nights have
by
a
leopard
was
the only incident she
passed since, but as far as I can see
there is no prospect of anything but met, and at the end of the fourth day
wakeful nights for a long time. I slept she forded the river Tugela. very tired
rather late the morning after the night and very hungry. Uzinto now went
that man—that unprincipled, heartless, to a kraal to obtain food, and to dis
wicked man—delivered his last—shall cover where her people lived. The
owner saw that she was a fugitive, he
I call it lecture ?
Miss Brown met me in the study, a thought it was a fine opportunity to gain
subdued excitement visible about her. wife without expense. She declined to
Edith Sands must have gone home with a become an inmate of his house, and
out leave; the servants had seen noth abode with one of his wives for the
ing of her; the girls professed equal night. The jealous wife communicated
ignorance, She had not been seen since to her the information she wanted, and
retiring the night before. It was mys told her that the man wished to deceive
terious. In my position mystery was her. When Uzinto departed in the
the master of the kraal met
not to be borne. I sent a messenger to - morning
V
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her and again endeavored to persuade
her to return. He was rich ; she should
have plenty of milk and plenty of
beef; she had only to become his wife
to be happy and honored. She listened
in silence, and went on her way to her
own people, where she was received by
the chief as one of his wards. Then
began her search for her lover. His
brother’s kraal adjoined her new home,
and one morning, meeting her lover’s
favorite nephew, affecting not to know
him she said that his face was not alto
gether strange to her, and wondered
where she had seen him. The boy did
not think she had seen him anywhere
and when she suggested the Folosi
river he told her he had never been
there.’ The truth was the shrewd ur
chin knew her and wanted to make her
more explicit and say whose nephew
he was. She found that her lover was
many miles away. The boy took a
message from her, and her lover’s re
ply was favorable, though no present
accompanied i t ; and when Uzinto
thought thereon her heart was sad.
Meantime two suitors paid her unre
mitting attention, but she turned a
deaf ear to their prayers.
After
awhile her lover came back; but the
offended maiden would not deign
to speak to him ; and when be
became sick she attended him, but in
silence. After his recovery she took
a little girl and set out for his kraal
under cover of the night, that she
might have an interview without crea
ting suspicion.
The entrance was
closed, but she threw a stone upon the
hut. Then, after a scene with her
lover, she fixed her value at ten cows,
told him when she had worked long
enough to obtain that number she
would come to his kraal and be be
trothed.
Some time afterward she
appeared unexpectedly* at her lover’s
kraal and demanded to be betrothed.
But the people were afraid to kill the
goat without the chief’s sanction, and a
messenger being sent to their chief she
was obliged to go back.
Again, how
ever, she appeared at her lover’s hut,
and this time, in spite of the chief’s
rights, the goat was killed and she
became the wife of her old lover.— The
Antiquary.
Side-issues In Life.
LITTLE VIRTUES WHOSE CULTIVATION IS
NEVER OUT OF PLACE.

A well-known physician of Kentucky
a man of learning and a refined taste in
art, architecture and music, a year or
two ago broke loose from the long
strain of work and took the first holibay of his life. He was able to spend
but a month in Europe. When he re
turned his friends crowded about him
eager to hear of the keen enjoyment
which they knew he must have felt.
“Yes, y esl” he said, impatiently.
“ There were historic houses and picture
and something to interest me at every
turn ; but I bad worn too tight shoes
on the voyage across and I could think
of nothing but my corns!”
One of our late Presidents, on the
evening of his inauguration day, was
asked by an intimate friend what were
his secret feelings when he reached the
summit of his ambjtion and hope.
“ I expected,” he said, “ to feel a glow
of triumph; but I have had ophthalmia
lately and while I was taking the oath
the sun glared into my face so fiercely
that I was really conscious only of my
eyes.”
It is the minor incidents of life, after
all, rather than its great events and
bearings, just as the skull of a man is
unseen by himself and others while his
color eyes and hair make him beautiful
or hideous in his own sight and that of
the world.
The habit of looking after trifles an
swers the same purpose in a character
that the little governor does in a huge
engine. It prevents jarring, mistakes
and danger. Hence the man of plain,
thoughtful common-sense usually suc
ceeds better in gaining happiness for
himself and family than does the hero
or the great genius. He may set no
high aims before him, but he will live
simply and healthily in a well-ventilated,
comfortable house. He may not love
the woman he marries to distraction, but
he will take care not to marry a woman
hampered with disreputable kinsfolk.
He will never by word or act stir your
soul to noble deeds, but he will not for
get to post your letters, nor to close
the window if you are in a draught.
These little virtues are the growth of
cultivation, and they are worth while
cultivating by even a Shakespere or a
Newton. They are the tithes of mint,

anise and cumin which we should not
forget to pay in life as welll as the
“ Weightier matters of the law, judg
ment, mercy and faith.”— Youth's Com
panion.
Professor T yndall on Lightning Con
ductors.
Pro. Tyndall, writing to the London
Times, say’s : “ Your recent remarks
on thunder storms and their effects in
duce me to submit to you the following
facts and considerations. Some years
ago a rock lighthouse on the coast of
Ireland was struck and damaged by
lightning. An engineer was sent down
to report on the occurence, and as I
then held the honorable and responsi
ble post of scientific adviser to the
Trinity House and Board of Trade, the
report was submitted to me. The light
ning conductor bad been carried down
the lighthouse tower, its lower extrem
ity being carefully' embedded in a stone
perforated to receive it. If the object
had been to invite the lightning to
strike the tower, a better arrangement
could hardly have been adopted. I
gave directions to have the conductor
immediately prolonged, and to have
added to it a large terminal plate of
copper, which was to be completely
submerged in the sea. The obvious
convenience of a chain as a prolongation
of the conductor caused the authorities
in Ireland to propose it, but I was
obliged to veto adoption of the chain.
The contact of link with link is never
perfect. I had, moreover, beside me a
portion of a chain cable through which
a lightning discharge had passed, the
electricity in passing, from link to
link encountering a resistance sufficient
to enable it to partially fuse the chain
The abolition of resistance is absolutely
necessary in connecting a lightning
conductor with the earth and this is
done by closely embedding in the earth
a plate of good conducting material
and of large area. The largeness of area
makes atonement for the imperfect con-'
ductivity of earth. The plate, in fact,
constitutes a wide door through which
the electricity passes freely into the
earth, its disruptive and damaging ef
fects being thereby avoided. These
truths are elementary, but they are
often neglected. I watched with inter
est some time ago the operation of set
ting up a lightning conductor on the
house of a neighbor of mine in the
country. The wire rope, which formed
part of the conductor, was carried down
the wall, and comfortably laid in the
earth below, without any terminal plate
what ever. I expostulated with the
man who did the work, but he obviously
thought he knew more about the mat
ter than I did. I am credibly informed
that this is a common way of dealing
with lightning conductors by ignorant
practitioners, and the Bishop of Win
chester’s palace at Farnham has been
mentioned to me as an edifice ‘protect
ed’ in this fashion. If my information
be correct, the ‘protection’ is a mockery
a delusion, and a snare.”
A Frightful Experience.
The descendants of Chief Justice John
Marshall are a sturdy race. One of
them, bearing the great jurist’s name
owns a farm in Virginia and runs a
saw-mill thereon. He got down in the
buzz-saw pit not long ago to fix a loose
screw. Suddenly he felt something
moving behind him, and he threw his
arms up and felt the saw cut right
above the elbow, almost from skin to
skin. Raising his head he struck the
saw, which cut a groove through his
hair, over his forehead and face and
down into his throat. When he was
taken out his face was one mass of
bleeding flesh. They laid him on the
grass and brought a sufgeon. While
the latter was running across the fields
to the spot where the man had left
Marshall be heard his voice saying, as
well as the wounds would perm it:
“ Shove this stuff away from my eye
so that I can see whether it’s hurt.”
They did “ shove the stuff away from
his eye carefully as possible, and he
gave them one ghastly glance and then
murmured : “I t ’s all rig h t; I can see.’
I t took the sergeon an hour and a
half to dress all his wounds. He endur
ed the pain with perfect composure
Within a month he was out and well
again. Some one was telling one of
the old colored men on the place, while
“Marster Sohn” was still in bed, what
a narrow escape he had from death.
“Huh !” said the old man, “ take heap
more than thatto kill Marse John. Why
if you want to kill Marse John you’d
have to cut bis head off—and then hide
the head.”—New York Tribune.
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this Congressional district in the next
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Republican National Convention. He
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to the nomination of James G. Blaine
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Mr. Barker deserves credit for his
county, on the Indian Territory line.
Full line of Hardware, Drugs, Glass, Oils, Varnishes, Cement, Plaster Paris, and in fact everything
cles thus sent to letter rate postage A family of four were travelling over
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political frankness, but he’ll hardly
th at is kept in a first-class country store.
And so it is highly probable that many land, and being but ten miles from home
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who received Christmas and New Year
and several miles from any other house the rarest of wild animals, a white deer
any rate, up to about this time, Mont
gifts through the medium of the mails determined to reach home that night was killed a few days ago, near Snow 22dec
NORRISTOWN, PA.
gomery county Republicans are dis
will be required to pay extra postage in spite of the terrible storm. The Shoe Mountain, Clinton county, by
horses were overcome and the family Prothonotary Mann, of Sunbury. It
posed to favor the Plumed Knight. By
The Treasury Department is now
the by, Mr. Barker did not refer in his making preparations to pay, on Jan. 1 was obliged to abandon the horses and was nearly pure white, and one of the
wagon and walk miles to the nearest largest does ever killed in the region.
letter to his great revenue distribution
nearly eight million and a half dollars house. A two-year-old child froze to But three white deer were ever killed
scheme. Perhaps he will give us a dose
interest on United States bonds, and death in its father’s arms before shelter before in this part of the State. Old
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of that later on.
Pacific Railroad bonds, which is in ad was reached. The others reached the hunters generally believe in the backHORSE AND CATTLE POWDER for purifying the blood and a general Condition Powder.
house badly frozen.
woods superstition that to kill a white
dition to a similar amount that would
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deer forbodes evil to its slayer, and all
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Norristown, Pa.

We are now loved !

PLUMMER

RHUBARB ail PERUVIAN BARK
CARDAM OM .

its Action.

G . W . Y O ST , C O L L E G E Y IL I/K . P A .

$ 7,700.
The M. P. Anderson farm, near the
almshouse, this township, was recently
sold by E. W. Anderson, assignee, to
T h ursday, Decern 29, 1887.
the Misses Anderson, sisters to Mr.
Anderson, for $7,700.
The many
1ERMS:—$1.25 PER TEAR, IN ADVANCE.
friends of M. P. Anderson will be
pleased to learn that he will continue
This paper has a larger circulation
possession of the farm.
n this section o f the county than any
other paper published. As an adver
T hrough 28 States.
tising medium the “ Independent” ranks
On Saturday last, Wm. Grubb, form
among the most desirable papers, having erly of Vincent, Chester county, re
a large and steadily increasing circula turned to his old home to spend the
tion in various localities throughout the holidays with his parents. During his
absence, Mr. Grubb traveled alone,
county.
carrying his bed on his back with him
It is the aim o f the editor and pub most of the time, through 28 States
lisher to make the “ Independent” one of and Territories, and was for a few years
the best local and general newspapers employed on an extensive fruit farm
in Southern California. He expects to
in the county, or anywhere else, and to return to the Western country in a few
this end we invite correspondence from weeks.
every section.
M arried.
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
Our esteemed friend, Joseph E.
We publish the following schedule gratuitously Thropp, Esq., a wide-awake gentleman,
recently passed a prominent epoch in
for the convenience of our readers.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville Station as his life by getting married. Mr. and
follows :
Mrs. Thropp will please accept our
FOB P H IL A D E L PH IA AND POINTS SOUTH.
heartiest congratulations. In relation
Milk..............................
fi-47 a. m.
Accommodation............................................8.03 a.m. to the pleasant aflair we take the fol
lowing from an exchange : “A quiet
M arket................................... .1.21 p. m.
A c c o m o d a t i o n ................................................4.17 P-m- wedding took place Wednesday even
■I
7.12 p. m.
ing at 2100 Walnut street, Philadel
FOR ALLENTOW N AND P O IN T S NORTH AND W EST.
phia, between Mr. Joseph Earlston
Mall....... . . . . . . . . .......................... «----- 6 47 a- m- Thropp, formerly of Valley Forge, Pa.,
Accomodation.................
'Ll* a- m..
........... . . . I . . . . . . . . . . .12.53 p. m. and Mrs. Miriam Douglass Bickley,
M arket...................... r .............................8.18 P- m‘ daughter of the late Colonel Thomas
Accommodation............................................0.47 p.m. A. Scott. Mr. Thropp has for many
SUNDAYS— SOUTH.
years been prominent in iron circles.
Milk................
6-56 a. m.
Accomodation.....................
4.40 p. m. The ceremony was performed by the
Rev. B. L. Agnew, D. D.
NORTH.

Providence Independent,

Coming.
The popular Strohl Family, or the
Musical Family, will give one of their
pleasant musical entertainments in
Gross’ Collegeville Hall, next Tuesday
evening, January 3. A full perform
ance will be given," including all the
musical specialties by Charles W., and
Rebecca Strohl with cornets, bass
drum and cymbals. Remember, next
Tuesday evening. Admission, the
usual prices.

Officers Elected.
Warren Lodge, No. 310, F. & A. M.,
Trappe, elected the following officers
last Saturday evening : W. M., J.
Howard Richard ; S. W., John G. T.
Miller ; J. W., Melvin M. Hunsicker ;
Treasurer, Dr. J. W. Royer ; Secre
tary, H. W. Kratz ; Trusiees, F. R.
Deeds, H. W. Kratz, A. D. Fetterolf ;
Representative to Grand Lodge, Ch
M. Spare. They were installed the
same evening by Past Master A. D.
Fetterolf.

Chat at the Capitol*

UBLIC SALE OF

P

^O T IC E TO GUNNERS f

All gunners and sportsmen are hereby for
Norristown , December 27.—Lew. Childs is
bidden to trespass upon the premises of the un
mad. Oh I no, he was not bitten by anything
dersigned. Trespassers will be dealt with ac
nor are his symptoms dangerous. Perhaps it
Will be sold at public sale, on MONDAY, cording to law.
DAVIS RAUDENBUSH, Upper Providence,
will be better though to make the assertion in J A N. 2, ’88, at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel,
WM. PRIZER,
“
“
'leal^ ° 7 fresh cows with calves direct
somewhat more elevated English and in lan —7
HENRY
ZIMMERMAN,
“
“
ÇjaZÿ* from York county. Good judgment was
guage suited to its subject and say Louis M. &
A.
D.
WAGONER,
“
“
1 '"“ “exercised in the selection of this stock,
Childs, Esq , is incensed. Wherefore! Several and it will be to the interest of purchasers to at
JOHN FOLEY,
“
“
JOHN WANNER,
“
“
of them. When after election the Montgomery tend sale. Sale at 2 o’clock, p. m., sharp. Con
D. H. CASSELBERRY, Lower Providence.
H. H . ALLEBACH.
county Bar was sitting up at nights, with its ditions by
MORTON RICE,
“
“
J . G. Fetterolf, auct. I. H. Johnson, clerk.
head in both hands and both elbows on the desk,
ISAIAH REIFF,
“
“
D. G. LANDES, West Perkiomen.
with its brows corrugated, with deep thought
ISAAC F. ALDERFER, Skippack.
and its attitude one of utm ost abstraction, try
ABRAM RAHN, Perkiomen.
ing to evolve the name of the candidate for the
At Private Sale. Inquire of
appointment
of
Additional
Law
Judge,
the
pat
A Big Clock.
A t a recent meeting of the General
K REWARD
D. H. CASSELBERRY, near Collegeville.
S. B. Latshaw, of Royersford, is at Geo. B. McClellan Post, G. A. R., ronymic of the patrician Louis did not reverber
along the corridors and through the halls of
The Upper Providence Live Stock Associa
present the proprietor of the tallest and Schwenksville, officers, as follows were ate
OR SALE I
at the Capitol worth ---------- . When
tion will pay the above reward for information
most imposing structure in that bor elected : Commander, H. H. Fetterolf ; state
that will lead to the detection and conviction of
again, when the slain of November 8th, had
ough ; but Mr. Latshaw’s enterprise Senior Vice Commander, H. H. .Hun- been consigned to crematory and catacomb,
A fine Sleigh and a Buffalo Robe. Apply at the person or persons who recently poisoned a
horse belonging to Isaac Tyson of Limerick
COLLEGEVILLE HOTEL.
will not stop short of a big clock. He sicker ; Junior Vice Commander, when the hurts of the wounded had been filled
township. By order of the
recently closed a contract with a New Theophilu 8 Steltz ; Quartermaster, J. with balm, when the missing were all accounted
BOARD OF MANAGERS.
York Company for one of their best D. Alderfer ; Chaplain, Joseph Starr ; for, and the chaplets placed on the brows of
Collegeville, Dec. 0, ’87.
POR SALE !
clocks. There will be four glass dials, Delegate to State Encampment, Isaac the vietors midst blare of trumpet and beat of
each 6 feet in diameter, and a McShane Hunsicker ; Alternate, Henry Witman. tom tom, came the distribution of the spoils,
UY THE BEST 1
A copy of the “ History of Montgomery
bell of 1,000 pounds weight, on which
Louis was neither invited to help himself, nor County,’’ edited by Theo. W. Bean, Esq., of
Price $7. Apply to
The undersigned is the duly authorized
the hours will be struck. An automatic
did anyone show a disposition to perform that Norristown.
22dec
S. S. T., Independent Office.
Personal.
agent for A. D. Pratt’s Continental Nursery,
gas regulator will be also one of the
service for him. The one piece of booty which
Rochester, N. Y., and is taking orders for all
accessories. The clock will be seventyChristmas brought a number of of right belonged to him and which should have
standard varieties of fruit and ornamental trees,
UBLIC SALE OF
shrubbery, Ac., &c. Hardy and vigorous trees
feet above ground, and a wayfaring strangers to town Sunday and Monday. gone to him without the asking, the solicitorship
and plants guaranteed. Call on or address,
man—-fool or no fool—standing on a
to the Register of Wills, went to Solly, and now
JONATHAN HOYER,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Heppenstall folded in his toga, with haughty stride and ma
Chester county hill will be able to look
ldec2in
Near Trappe.
and
Miss
Jennie
C.
Chestnut,
all
of
jestic mien, Louis announces his withdrawal
over into Montgomery county and see
Philadelphia, were the guests of Dr. from politics. Means it too. That is until the
AND WAREHOUSE PROPERTY.
the time of day.
j^OR SALE 1
Culbert a'nd family’over Christmas.
next campaign begins. Those who know him
DECEMBER 28,1887, between 3 and 4 o’clock
best credit him with being one of the ablest and
An amateur printing press, in good order.
m., on the premises, on Perkiomen Creek, at
17th A nniversary.
Horace H. Fetterolf, of Philadelphia, the most thoroughly well read lawyer at the p.
THIS OFFICE.
Areola Station, Perkiomen R. R., Montgomery Apply at
up from the Quaker city Sunday, Bar. This is high praise and well deserved, but county, Pa. Large substantial stone buildings,
The celebration of the 17th anniver came
R SALE
and enjoyed a “ merry Christmas” with
R. R. siding, coal sbute, car and wagon scales,
sary of the Schaff Literary Society of his parents, brothers, cousins and withal Ghilds is unpopular. lie owes it to him 24 acres of land, variety of fruit trees, &c. For
self
that
he
is
so.
What
his
friends
claim
is
particulars call on D. Whitworth, living thereon,
Ursinus College, occurred last Thurs
-A new brick house in upper part of Trappe ;
absent mindedness and deep abstraction, his or address
F. W. WETHMRILL,
has eight rooms and is well fitted up through
day evening. The chapel was well aunts.
15d
Malvern,
Chester
Co.,
Pa.
say is patrician hauteur, and so forth.
out. Well of lasting water at the door. Terms
filled and the interest taken in the ex
Our old friend H. B. Essick, formerly enemies
easy. For particulars call on or address
Strassburger is mad too, but that is his nor
ercises, from beginning to end, was of of Trappe, now residing in Camden,
lOno
J. K. BEAVER, Trappe.
mal condition; and were he to be found in thor TW O DAYS’ PUBLIC SALE OF
an absorbing character. The speakers N. J., visited this place and Trappe, oughly
good humor and without a grievance his
of the evening acquitted themselves Monday. He favored this office with a friends would be alarmed for his welfare.
R RENT !
very creditably and deserved the vig very agreeable visit.
As
he
asked
the
blessing
on
his
Christmas
Accommodation.................................... ®-81 a. m.
A House (formerly occupied by Stroud
orous applause bestowed by *the audi
Milk...................................
8.41 p; m.
Spear) and Garden, near Trappe. Good loca
Mr. John Dietrich, formerly of this turkey, J . Roberts Rambo could reflect that he
F rom L ow er Providence.
ence. The music furnished by Knecbt’s
for a day laborer. For further particulars
place, now of Philadelphia, is visiting has made more blunders politically and made a
Will be sold at public sale on THURSDAY tion
to
DAVID TYSON,
The Sunday school connected with orchestra, of Philadelphia, was charm
mess of it more frequently since the sun rose
FRIDAY, JANUARY 12 and 13, ’88, on the apply
29dec
Trappe, Pa.
! communications, business or the M. E. church of Evansburg will ing. Rev. Henry T. Spangler pro bis numerous friends in this section last New Year’s morning than other man who and
premises of Josiah Prizer, deceased, near Col
legeville,
in
Upper
Providence
township,
Mont
otherwise, transmitted to us through the close next Sunday afternoon at 2 nounced the opening prayer and the this week.
aspires to take a hand in Montgomery county
OR RENT !
gomery county, Pa., the personal propertyj)f
The editor’s father and mother, politics. Either this is so, or his friends give said decedent, as follows :—3 HORSES.
mails, to receive immediate attention, o’clock. Inclement weather prevented benediction in the absence of the Presi
dent
and
Vice
President
of
the
college.
him
credit
for
a
great
many
doings
of
which
he
No 1, a black horse coming 19 years, ex
The Dewees Farm of about 120 acres, located
must be directed to Collegeville, P. 0. the childreu from being present on the The salutatorian was I. C. Williams, of brother and sisters, of Norritonville,
in Trappe, Montgomery county. The buildings
day announced some time since as
ate their Christmas dinner at the is innocent. However that may be, whatever he cellent on tread power, works any
Yerkes, whose subject was “ Female scribe’s domicile.
does he does gracefully, and he will retire from where ; No. 2, a bay horse coming ten years, are in good repair and the land is in an excellent
closing day. All invited.
Heroism.” The Schaff oration, sub
office Monday next as gracefully as he entered it kind and gentle, works anywhere, is "Norman state of cultivation. The place has been ten- ,
Home Flashes and Stray Sparks
bred, and he is a picture ; No. 3, is a gray mare anted for the past twelve years by J. W. Fry,
Rev. T. J. Siegfried is lying in a ject, “ Our National Fortress,” was de
Geo. W. Burk and wife came down six years ago.
colt coming two. years, bred from Longaker’s who will quit the same on or before the first of
From Abroad.
critical condition. He has been sick livered by A. S. Bromer, of Schwenks from Pottstown in a sleigh Sunday
Sheriff Kline has not been strengthening his imported Norman stallion, and is very promis- April next. For any information desired call on
PERCY WILLIARD Trappe, Pa.
15 COWS; some will have calves
some time.
ville. The other orations were as fol morning and spent the day with Wm. reputation for veracity during the past two Jg^r-nj$ing.
_We wish every reader—and the
g jjj^ b y day of sale, the others in profit; 8 Or address P. P. Dewees, Huntingdon, Pa.
weeks, according to the views of two aspirants
lows
:
“
Universal
Prime
Factors,”
J.
A.
Vanderslice
and
family.'
Jacob
O.
Strayer,
who
accidentally
heifers, 1 bull, 1 fine shoat, 50 pairs of chickens
sons and daughters of every reader—of
for the succession to outside Deputy William J. by the pound ; geese, ducks, and guineas by the
shot himself a week or two since, is re T. Wagner, Ironbridge ; “ Let in the
this paper
I
t
is
quite
probable
we
have
not
Robinson,
whose
resignation
takes
effect
Jan.,
1.
pound ; 2 large turkey gobblers by the lb. Two L °S7
Light,” J. K. Freed, Lederacbville ;
covering slowly.
carriage, market wagon with pole and
“ A National Dishonor,” M. E. Long- mentioned the names of half the visi They, the aspirants, both claim that each had seated
—A Happy New Year 1
On Saturday evening, December 24, between
The Baptist Sunday school will hold streth, Collegeville;“ Eulogy on Henry tors in town Sunday, but—knowledge positive assurances that in case a certain gentle shafts ;~2-horse farm wagon and .bed ; 1 4-horse
farm wagon and bed, broad tread ; 1 4-horse Lutheran church, Trappe, and Perkiomen
__If you have determiued to put a a Christmas entertainment this (Thurs Ward Beecher,” F. R. Longacre, is one thing and imagination some man refused the appointment, it should be hie, farm wagon with ladders, complete ; cart, nar Bridge, a lap robe of mixed colors. The finder
and neither of their names is Thomas Jackson. row tread ; sulkey, express, buggy, 2 wheel will be suitably rewarded by leaving the robe
good resolution into effect on and after day) evening, the exercises to consist Yerkes.
thing else.
barrows, 5 plows, 1 Syracuse, 2 iron (Wiley’s 29dee
AT THIS OFFICE.
Sunday next, stiffen your back bone of responsive readings, music, &c. The
SOME PEOPLE SAY :
make) 2 wooden, (Robert’s); 3 hoe harrows, 1
scholars will be rewarded with books.
That
Chairman
William
F.
Dannehower
is
and “stay there.”
Planet Jr., 2 drag harrows, roller, nearly new,
D eaths.
F rom T rappe.
studying John Stuart Mill and breakfasting on Marvy mower, single reaper, (Johnson’s make) ^O T IC E
_Don’t resolve and then let the reso
Buckeye binder, can’t be beat for good work,
The
seasons
come
and
go,
“
the
leaves
Stirring events seem scarce. But
oatmeal.
F u rth e r Particulars.
used only one season ; horse rake, windmill, Lit
lution dissolve.
have
their
time
to
fall,”
the
years
Notice is hereby given that no trespassing
That
E.
L.
Hallman
is
the
Lord
Chesterfield
reporters, as well as other mortals,know
tle Giant thresher and cleaner with tread power,
will be allowed on the premises of the
Brief allusion was made in last week’s which side of the bread has creamery roll on, century is added to century, of the Bar, and that he is building a castle.
good as new ; single and double trees, maul whatever
—Sleighing and coasting and ska issue to the burning of Marcellus
undersigned, and that all tresspassers will be
cycle to cycle, and the universal law
That F. G. Hobson divides his time evenly be and wedges, beam scales, weighs 500 lbs.; half strictly dealt with. HANNAH 8TREEPER,
marks
upon
it,
and
must
needs
keep
ting—by-by.
Rambo’s large barn, Yiear Eagleville, stirring. Some one of old, perhaps it manifested in the ever changing condi tween Sunday school and Kansas mortgages, bushel and peck measures, hay hook, rope and 29dec
Trappe, Pa.
tackles, lot of wild cherry boards, bone mill, 2
—And father Abram, the politician, Wednesday morning of last week. We was Solomon, said that “ aprudent man tion of all things includes in its oper and that the style of his hat antedates the cherry logs, work bench, vinegar and barrels,
feed boxes, 50 bags, saddle, hay knife, boring ^O T IC E
the butcher, and ice merchant, hath his have since been informed that in addi careth for the life of his beast.” Most ation the change we call death. How Crusades.
machine, 4 setts of sleigh bells, 2 cross cut
large building in readiness for a crop tion to the terrible destruction of live men have their convictions of right and inexorable and impartial because inex That James B. Holland is so excessively busy saws, cutting box, Hench cultivator with corn
In the Court of Common Pleas for the
stock, all the hay, oats, corn, wheat wrong and all prudent men would orable, this law !
and flits around so rapidly that he is twenty- planter attachment, 1 2-horse cultivator, 2
County of Montgomery. Notice is hereby given
of ice.
and rye, and farming implements were gladly see penal servitude inflicted upon
sleighs, 1 for two horses; grindstone, cider that an application will be made to said Court,
four hours in advance of bis shadow.
That Sam Comly’s acceptance of the Deputy- mill, scalding tub, 5 setts of heavy harness, cart on Monday, February 0th, 1888, under the Act
James Levengood, one of the oldest
—Heebner & Sons, the extensive consumed. The bam, the estimated any man, professional or otherwise,
harness, collars, blind and headhalters, express
Assembly, of the Commonwealth of Pennsyl
manufacturers of agricultural imple cost of which is between $5,000 and who would drive a faithful beast all day citizens of Trappe, died Monday even ship in the Register of Wills office takes him harness, carriage harness, single and double of
vania, entitled an Act to provide for the incor
ments, Lansdale, have our thanks for a $6,000, is almost a total wreck, the loDg and then have that same beast ing, aged 78 years. . Deceased lived in out of the race for the county treasury two lines, 2 broad axes, hand axe, hatchet, augers, poration and regulation of certain corporations
saws, post spade, grubbing and corn hoes, tim approved April 29, 1874, and the supplements
walls being so badly damaged that a unfed, ungroomed, without a bed or the same house for a period of forty- years hence.
beautiful calendar for ’88.
That retiring County Commissioner Burdan ber chains, cow and other chains, scythe and thereto, for the allowance of certain improve-portion of them will have to come even a kind word, to stand, or lie, in a nine years, and was the owner thereof
sneathe, 2 grain cradles, forks, rakes, shovels, mente, amendments, and alterations to the
—The Souderton Independent gets down. The fire is thought to have re
during nearly that period. The funeral has every penny of his six years’ salary on &c. 100 tons timothy, mixed, clover and mead Charter
of the “ Skippack Society for the Recov
off the following : “Never judge a man sulted from the carelessness of tramps snow drift from the setting of the sun was held Wednesday afternoon. In deposit.
ow hay by the hundred ; 5000 sheaves of wheat ery of Stolen Horses and other property and the
by appearance. A shabby old coat who are supposed to have stopped in to the rising of the same. Question for terment was made at the Lutheran
That Nick Larzalere is the best dressed law by the sheaf, oats by the Bheaf, 2000 sheaves Apprthension of Thieves,” of Skippack, Mont
cornfodder, 700 bushels of corn in the ear, gomery county, as set forth in the petition of
may contain an editor, while a man the barn for shelter from the storm. the village debating society : Are four cemetery.
yer at the Bar.
HOUSEHOLD GOODS : Bedsteads and bedding, said corporation heretofore presented to said
wearing a broadcloth suit, high plug The building was insured for $3,000, legs essential to constitute a beast ?
That the Daily Times will know R. L. P. Reif- cook stove, good as n ew ; small coal stove, Court and remaining on file in the office of the
wood stove, mahogany center table, bench table, Prothonotary.
hat and supporting a dude cane may be and the contents for $4,000, all in the
snyder
no
more
after
January
11'
E. F. SLOUGH,
Did you attend the Juvenile Christ
Oliver B. Shearer, of near Eagleville,
That Daniel J . Meagher will dispose of his breakfast table, 2 milk cupboards, 2 settees, 2 12-29) Attorney for Petitioners, NorriBtown, Pa.
a delinquent subscriber.”
Union Mutual Company. This will mas exercises of our Trappe school ? died Sunday, aged 73 years and 10
eight day clocks, 100 yards carpet, chairs in
whiskers by will.
variety, rocking chair, 2 bureaus, looking
—Joseph W. Hunter, who succeeds not cover Mr". Rambo’s loss, which is If you did, it is not necessary to en months. The funeral will be held to That County Commissioner-elect Samuel K. glasses,
wash stands, stair rods, large chest, ASSESSMENT NOTICE !
estimated
at
about
$9,000
or
$10,000.
large.
If
you
did
not,
one
very
bright
day, at 10 o’clock. Interment at Pres- Anders, who is now in Florida, will be home in crockeryware
J . Roberts Rambo as Register of Wills,
in variety, 10 lard cans, table
link in the chain which binds youth to bvterian cemetery, Lower Providence. time to take the oath of office and distribute knives and forks, benches, meat cutter, lard
has named as bis deputy R. S. Coolly.
Phcenixville, Pa., Dec. 1,1887.
press (Enterprise make); mirrors. A complete
maturer years has been needlessly lost.
A Broken Leg.
An assessment equal to the premium on poli
alligators and oranges as New Year gifts.
set
of
Dairy
Fixtures
such
as
butter
tubs,
—Abraham Wentz has sold his fiftyMrs. Derrick Casselberry died Tues That the political dudes who are trying to churns, milk pans, milk cans, butter scales, cies has been made on the members of the Phoe
Christmas night, about half-past nine Everything was appropriate and appo
nine acre farm, at Centre Square, to
site and was so pronounced by the day night, last week, in Lower Provi oust Steward Saylor ' from the Almshouse had empty lard cans, large iron kettle, together with nix M utuaW ire Insurance Company, payable to
o’clock,
Henry
Shumaker,
of
Philadel
many other articles too numerous to mention. the Secretary at Phcenixville, or other assigned
Reuben Beyer, on private terms.
dence township, aged 75 years. She better go slow.
phia, met with an accident, the result Doctor and Sammy the constable.
Sale to commence at 12 o’clock, sharp, each agents within forty days of the date of this no
was
well
known
in
that
community,
That William B. Woodward will be the next day. Conditions: Four months’ credit on all tice. Those who fail to pay within the time
Right here we could tell how the
—Sheriff Kline has announced the of which will be likely to keep him in
mentioned will be liable to pay more. By order
had lived in one of the oldest prison warden.
sums over {20
appointment of Thomas H. Jackson, Collegeville for some time to come. Doctor, in the goodness of his soul, and
of the Directors.
SARAH PRIZER,
houses
in
that
section
of
the
county.
That
Henry
R.
Conrad
is
the
prince
of
politi
JOHN H. EGOLF, President,
of Norristown, as Deputy Sheriff to Mr. Shumaker has quite a number of essayed to borrow the butcher’s scales
J
.
G.
Fetterolf,
auct.
Executrix.
JONATHAN REES, Secretary,
cal luck.
succeed W. J. Robinson, whose resigna friends in this locality, and on Christ to heft the wares for a traveling turkey
H. W. Kratz, and J. M. Zimmerman, clerks.
Phcenixville, Pa.
That
E.
L.
Owen
has
made
arrangements
to
be
FR O M G R A T E R ’S F O R D .
tion will take effect January 1st. Good mas day he came up from Philadelphia merchant, and now the butcher’s wife
A. D. Fetterolf, Esq., is the agent for the
buried
in
the
courthouse
yard.
above Company a t Collegeville, to whom pay
to enquire after their well-being and reminds him of some mortal sins, but
man, Tommy.
That County Commissioner-elect John S. DROPOSALS FOR JANUARY 1888. ments can be made.
Christmas is now among the things
lsdec
enjoy a good time socially. He stop matters of this kind are out of our line
_On Saturday evening, December ped at Gross’ Collegeville hotel. At and we say nothing about them. The of the past. All seemed to have a Rahn will be coached by Dave Rudy and Kneule.
That A, M, Bergey would like to be Sheriff.
The Directors of the Poor and House of Em A SSIG N E E’S NOTICE !
29th, there will be preaching in the the time stated above he went out of curious will approach you and, in the merry time. The boys were delighted
ployment of Montgomery county, invite sealed
That it looks like snow.
J im .
English language at the Mennonite doors and while in the act of stepping deep simplicity of his simple soul, will with their newly presented skates or
Notice is hereby given that Elias Fluck and
proposals for the following articles at the above
Meeting House, near Yerkes, by from the back porch he slipped and ask, has a man a right to expatriate sleds, while the girls were just as much
wife, of Upper Providence township, Montgom
Gabriel Heatwole, of Virginia. All in fell, breaking bis left leg below the himself? We have always accorded pleased with their new dolls or Christ
When a perfectly reliable medicine is named Almshouse, on
ery county, Pa., have made an assignment of all
their property, real and personal, to the under
vited.
MONDAY, JANUARY 8,1888.
knee. It seems strange to Mr. Shu this right to every man and the same mas trees. While we are in our merri needed to regulate the liver strengthen
signed in tru st for the benefit of creditors. All
ment we should think of those who are the stomach and renovate the system,
to
the
women.
I
t
is
not
fitting
that
maker’s
friends
that
such
a
trifling
slip
persons indebted will please make payment and
_Our Norristown correspondence
0 pieces Scotch diagonal.
sick
and
afflicted
;
a
kind
word,
a
small
0 “ muslin, % or 1% yds. wide, best qual. those having claims will present them to
this week, is very readable. Not too of the foot and consequent fail should men of parts and deep penetration con gift, or even your presence only, may no one should hesitate to use Laxador.
A. D. FETTEROLF, Assignee,
4 “ furniture check.
hard on the “ boys,” Jim ; just hard have resulted so seriously. .Dr. J. R. fine themselves to a narrow circle tend to make their sufferings lighter Price only 25 cents a package.
Or his attorneys,
Collegeville, Pa.
2 “ gray flannel.
whose
centre
is
the
dismal
smoke
curlBickel & Hobson, Norristown, Pa.
13oc
4 “ crash
enough to keep them warm while the Umstad, of Evansburg, promptly re
If
the
chances
of
recovery
for
an
and
time
won’t
seem
as
long
to
them.
6 “ calico.
sponded to the call for his professional inf upward from our father’s chimney
cold weather reigns.
adult
be
so
small
when
unnecessarily
Have
you
thought
of
thenr
in
your
2 dozen hand scrubs.
aid, and in a short time reduced the and whose radius nector is the ribbon
strong medicine be used, how much 300 lbs. smoking tobacco, % lb. packages.
—During the present year about 200 fracture. With the good nursing Mr. attachment from mother’s pinafore. Merry Christmas ?
200
“ hard tobacco.
smaller must be the chances of a baby
buildings were erected in Norristown, Shumaker is receiving he may reason Our predecessors pioneered westward,
Willie Kuhnley, son of Alex. Kuhn- when dosed with opiates and other pow 1 box tea, black—strictly pure.
400 lbs. coffee, unroasted.
at a cost of from $1,000 to $12,000, ably expect to reach his Philadelphia and in their foot-prints sprang herbage ley, had the misfortune last week to
“ peas.
home before the blue birds come again. and flowers. Some have returned to tumble over a large crock of hot water erful medicine. Dr. Bull’s Baby Syrup 2002 kegs
each.
barley.
spend a holy day with us and we wel and scald his leg badly from the knee is the remedy for the disease of children
1 barrel rice.
_Three deaths from diphtheria oc
Price
25
cents
a
bottle.
2
“
beans, xxx marrow fat.
come them with the hospitalities of our down.
T h e Recent Christm as.
1 “ granulated sugar.
curred in the family of George L. Yost,
homes, Glad to see you enjoy genuine
1 “ A sugar.
at Woraekdorf, Berks county, last
The weather Sunday was just de good cheer and need no words to know
The matrimonial wave moves on
4 bags fine salt (Deacon or Ashton).
(FORMERLY BLANCHFORD’S)
DISSOLUTION
of
PARTN
ERSH
IP
week. They were Bessie, aged 8 ; lightful, and the festivities of Christ
% ton coarse salt—Liverpool.
ward. It reached Skippack on Satur
“
The
heart,
untravelled,
still
returns
SO
lbs.
caustic
soda,
(5
or
10
lb.
cans).
Wendell, 4, and Martha, 1 year old.
mas Day were correspondingly stimu
There were no less than six or
And, at each removes, drags a day,
50 A seamless bags.
Notice is hereby given that the undersigned,
eight marriages there on Saturday, trading
3 barrels syrup.
as H. T. Hunsieker & Bro., of Iron—We received the following too late lated. The populace feasted and most
lengthening
chain.”
Where will the wave strike next ?
bridge, will dissolve partnership, by mutual con ■ 1 keg 8-penhy nails.
for last week’s issue. We cheerfully everybody appeared to be merry. Old
1 “ 10-penny nails.
sent, on Monday, January 2, ’88. The business
Ere these lines shall reach the public
give it space now : “ It was J. Harvey Santa Claus filled the stockings and
1 dozen fine-tooth combs.
“Jacob” says he wished Christmas will be continued by H. T. Hunsicker. All per
4 “ coarse
“
Peterman and not Harry Peterman, of piled up skates and sleds and books, another of our citizens will be carried would come three or four times a year. sons indebted to the firm will please settle their
The management having been in the Carriage
1 “ cedar buckets.
accounts, and those having claims against said
Limerick, who was recently arrested and the rising generation cheerfully to the narrow house of the dead. He likes turkey.
Business a number of years in Philadelphia,
firm are requested to present the same without 100 lbs. sole leather (Hemlock) 10 to 23 lbs. per
extended
a
vote
of
thanks
to
the
visitor
James
Levingood
has
responded
to
the
and being accustomed to handling all
on the charge of enticing Annie Wentside.
delav
H.
T.
HUNSICKER,
call to come over to the other side and
from the polar regions.
0 sides upper leather.
C. T. HUNSICKER.
E. L- Markley, who had been on the
grades of fine work, feels qualified
zell.”
The special exercises at the various we will cherish a warm regard for his
Samples of goods required. All goods to be
Ironbridge, Dec. 22, ’87.
to manufacture every de
delivered at Almshouse or either of the depots
—Messrs. J. G. Prizer and Irwin churches of this place, Trappe and many virtues. The brother of our sick list for several week, recovered
scription of
at Phcenixville, free of freight.
Schwenk, of the Schwenksville bank; re Evansburg, Saturday night and Sun veteran postmaster has also ceased sufficiently to enter upon his duties as
WM. G. WRIGHT,
)
clerk
on
Monday
last.
QUT THE BEST FENCE !
cently held a ticket that drew a brick day were fairly attended. At Trinity from the vicissitudes of time and joined
JOHN O. CLEMENS, ) Directors.
HARRY S. LOWERY, )
house in Norristown at the fair of the church, this place, $38 in cash and the rapidly swelling throng on the
We noticed quite a large number of
A tte s t: David H. Ross, Clerk.
Republican Invincibles Club. They, about that much more in clothing and other shore. To us personally he was strangers in town spending their Christ To the Farmers of Montgomery County :
realized $400 each after donating $200 provisions were received from members a stranger, yet for him the good angels mas. ~ Space will not permit the men You have for a long time been anxious about
•W
-A-O
-O
ZDsTS, <ScO
the future fencing of your farms. Timber is
to the club.
of the Sunday school, for the charit had in readiness a bright crown over tion of their names.
xx.
getting scarce, and modern fences are becoming
very costly. Wire fences are dangerous to live
In the best possible manner a t greatly reduced
there.
— We have received from the New able institution referred to last week.
stock, sag and break, and when broken are hard
prices. All new work will be accompanied
At St. Luke’s Reformed church,
Another
Shooting
Accident.
port Phosphate Company of WillowThe news concerning Miss Royer is
to put in order. The old osage hedge, under the
with a written guarantee to be as repre
Trappe,
a
very
pleasant
time
was
had.
grove, this county, a handsome calen
Qld system of training and pruning, becomes
sented.
still encouraging, and we are becoming
Jacod
Bowers,
son
of
Emerson
Bow
The
members
of
the
Sunday
school
re
very
expensive,
and
in
many
cases
an
intoler
dar for ’88. Thanks.
assured
of
her
speedy
recovery.
able
nuisance.
The
base
becomes
open
and
ers, who occupied the farm of Mrs. Fan
ceived, for their gift, the possession
affording easy ingress and egress to
— IN —
nie Gorrell, in Amity township, Berks straggling,
Nuff ced for this time—au re voir.
of their new and neatly finished Sundaysmall stock ; the top, for want of cohesion, is in
A Girl Shoots Herself.
county,
half
a
mile
from
Douglassville,
school room. On behalf of the church
efficient to turn live stock, and the roots grow
C. S h a r p .
Maggie, "the 14-year-old daughter of Dr. Shumaker made a fitting address,
met with a painful accident on Thurs-. out several yards on either side, absorbing the
Will Receive Prompt Attention.
fertility of the soil. These annoyances have dis
Charles MeGlinchey, of Avondale Ches which was responded to by Prof.
day. While getting over a fence the couraged
— AND—
you
and
perhaps
soured
you
against
“I had thee on the hip,” cried rheu youth, who had a revolver in his over
The patronage of the public respectfully
ter county, accidentally shot herself Reichenbach, superintendent of the
hedge of the past, which is not surprising,
solicited, and a cordial invitation is extended let
matism seizing his victim and tossing coat pocket, struck the pocket against the old
Wednesday morning last week. She school.
THE DAYTON HEDGE AXp WIKE FENCE,
all to call at
him on a suffering bed. “ Not so,” he one of the rails with such force as to
was 'examining a revolver which she
But the Qgyton Hedge and Wire Fence, com
— AND—
cried,
“
not
so!
Wait,
my
ancient
foe
found in a bureau drawer, when it ex
bined,
comes
to
you
in
your
dilemma
and
offers
discharge the pistol, and sent a ball in,
T h e Open Court.
just five minutes, until the boy brings a to bis side. The lad threw away the you a relief from your past fence troubles, A
ploded, the hall entering her abdomen
fence is offered to you cheaper than any other
The
Open
Court
is
the
title
of
a
bottle of Salvation Oil, then we’ll see revolver and started for home, about practical
The hail can not lie found and it is
fence, the strongest fence made, and in
OF BEST STYLES AND QUALITIES,
20oc - ■
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
semi-monthly
publication,
issued
at
who
wins
the
day.”
thought she will die.
half a mile away, reaching there almost beauty unexcelled. The roots do not spread, a
175 La Salle street, Chicago, Illinois.
cent
a
year
will pay for the trimming, and be
exhausted.
Dr.
Kitchen
was
called
in,
Patti, it is said guards herself care
sides it will last for generations. For further
OCRAP IRON
Seek not to reform every one’s dial It is devoted to the discussion of
probed for the bullet but was unable to information in regard to this fence, call upon or
fully
against
cold.
She
evidently
does
215 High Street, Pottstown
scientific
questions
and
takes
a
promi
by "your own watch. Don’t want every
address the managing agent of the Dayton Hedge
find
it.
The
wound
is
a
very
danger
not believe in free concerts, but does
The highest cash prices paid fbr Scrap Cast
He leads the styles, and tys stock is ample
Company,
H. S. MAGRUDER,
body to tie ha Id because your hair is nent position in regard to the progres
in the free use of Dr. Bull s ous one and may prove fatal. When At the Montgomery House, Norristown, Pa. It and well selected, whilst his prices are as low as Iron, delivered at the foundry of the
tl,i i o, , -n!
Use W arner’s - Log Cab- sive movements of modern thought, believe
WORKS,
Cough Syrup, a s it has cured her several will boys cease to handle firearms ? will afford him the greatest pleasure to answer the lowest. BSP Ageist for Knox and Dunlap 16jun ROBERTS MACHINE
'
Collegeville, Pa,
8dec
in Sealpiiie aud secure a good, thick and willingly gives both sides of every
all inquiries, either in person or by letter. 15d Hats.
When the boys are all dead.

FRESH COWS !

10 cows

F
E

B

P

Valuable W ater Power Mill

F°

Personal Property !

F°

F

T H E B A L D W IN

Carriage Works!
C O L L E G E V IL L E , F a .

Carriages,

Buggies,

FOR SPECIAL

Holiday Bargains I ORDERED WORK aid REPAIRING

-■ ZE3I A T S «

Men’s - Furnishing - Goods,

Z= LADIES’ FUR GOODS —

GO TO R . M . ROOT,

bead of hair of your own.

question a hearing.

$3 per year.

times.

• Tie Mm Carriage forte,

mam

Department of Agriculture.

NDAY PAPERS.

Sc

J w . ROYER, M. D*,

Practising Physician,
TRAPPE, PA,
Office at his residence, nearly opposite Masonic
Hall.

The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along
the line of Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe,
every Sunday morning,

HENRY YOST*
News Agent,

Collegeville.

BARNYARD WORK.
IMPROVEMENTS THAT WILL PROVE A GOOD
FINANCIAL INVESTMENT.

hotel, besides having to pay for it, If
you must have a day’s rest, or two or
three of them during the summer, it
would be better by far to go out into
the woods and spread yourselves under
the beautiful trees.
Besides, your
children would be much less liable to
fall in with bad company and hear all
manner of had, wicked talk. A small
farmer or gardener like myself should
pay no attention to style and fashion.
That is if he means to get along and be
happy, and have a happy home. How
much better would a man feel in the
winter if be had been to all the sights
going on during the summer, if the
flour and pork barrel was empty and he
was minus a nice dry7 wood-pile ? Why,
discontent and a guilty conscience
would reign supreme in that house I
am certain. I never think of spending
a day in the summer time to go to a
show or to see anything of that kind
because I know that I cannot afford it
even if it didn’t cost me a cent to go,
for I cousider that time is money. No
man can prosper in these days on a
small farm with a family of small child
ren on his hands unless he attends
strictly to business and makes every
thing count. If a man do this he can
make money on a small farm and get a
good deal of satisfaction out of it be
sides. Despise not the small items on
the farm, for on this line depends the
profits.—J. T., Penna, Farmer.

Tons of.valuable manure are wasted
T SPEAR*
upon some farms by allowing, the drop
pings of the barnyard ■to be trodden
Practising Physician*
Veterinary
Surgeon
!
into
the soil during the wet weather of
E V A N SB U R G , PA
spring. This is especially so in the
GRATER’S FORD, PA.
Office Hours:—until 9. a: m., 7 to 9 p. m.
The strictest attention given to all cases en yard of the dairyman.
All summer
trusted to my cate.
14ap
the droppings accumulate, and if
jg A. KRUSEN, M. D.,
scraped off late in the fall one will be
DDWARD E. LONG,
surprised at the amount of fertilizer
obtained. The work should be done
A tto r n e y -a t-L a w ,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
while the surface damp, but when the
Office Hours
Until 9 a. m. ; 1 to 3 p. m.
ground is not thoroughly soaked.
6 to 8 p. in.
25augtf
No.'8 AIRY STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
If the yard is large a road-scraper is
the best implement to use, and with
JJR . B. F. PLACE,
D A VID SPRINGER,
even a small, one horse scraper, the
1a
M a in St., R oyersfokd , P a .
work can be quickly performed. A yard
f
D E N T I S T
NOTARY PUBLIC,
that is kept rounding and clean will
not poach up like those where the
86 E. Airy Street, NORRISTOWN, Pa. Branch
Office: COLLEGEVILLE, Monday and Tues
droppings are never removed. A coat
day. Gas administered.
AND LOAN BROKER:
ing of manure retains water, and espe
Insurance placed for one, three or five years in
CH EAPEST DENTIST IN NOR- the largest and most reliable Stock Companies, cially when it is trodden down and
at best rates. No assessments. Life and Acci mixed up with loam or clay. If there
L RISTOWN, PA.
dent Insurance policies a specialty.
28aply
is an incline to the barnyard, and there
should be, even if one side has to be
W. GOTWALS.
408 W. Marshall St .,C ob . A stob ,
filled
in with sand and gravel to make
YE R K E S PA
NORRISTOWN, PA. (Formerly of Boyertown.) J .
it so, water will flow off readily after a
—■
— BUTCHEB AND D EALER I N Teeth extracted without pain by the use of
thorough scraping.
Pure Nitrous Oxide Gas, Ether, &c. Also the
new process for freezing the gums a miracle.
The cleanings, of course, contain
English and German spoken.
(ptap4-88
more
or less of the surface soil, which
Will serve the citizens of Collegeville and
vicinity every Tuesday and Friday.
ap!6-tf
will be richer than it otherwise would
P G. HOBSON,
be through its absorbing the liquids of
H A VING S E C U R E D A F A I R the yard. If the land is clay, it will
A tto r n e v -a t-L a w ,
II
CROP OF
pay to coat the surface in summer
Cor. M A IN and S W E D E Streets, Norristown,Ta
when dry, with sand, or sand and loam
H O N E Y !
Can be seen every evening at his resldencetn.
and then remove this late in the fall
Freeland.
I am prepared to fill orders* both WHOLESALE with the droppings. If the soil is sandy
and RETAIL, in bottles, jelly tumblers, fruit
jars, etc.; also IN THE COMB. Bring on your use clay, or clay and loam, ashes, etc,
J J M. BROWNBACK,
pails and jars and have them filled at 12)^c. per There is no speculative theory in this
pound.
for we have saved from our dairy milk
W. E. PETERMAN,
ATTO RN EY-AT-LAW ,
TRAPPE, PA. ing yard, carting in a scraping out ton
No. 8 AIRY STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Residence and Apiary half mile north of P. O. after ton of the very best fertilizer we
Jun.25-lyr.
have ever used.
Another work that should be done is
A.A
J^UGUSTUS W. BOMBERGER,
the building of stock sheds around the
outer edges of the barn yard. They
tt
ATTO RNEY-AT-LAW ,
need not be expensive, and should be
B lackstonb Bu il d in g , No. 727 W alnut St .,
placed upon at least two sides, from
PHILADELPHIA.
which the prevailing winds blow. Every
Second Floor, Room 15.
observing farmer knows how a cold
Can he seen every evening at his residence,
C o llegeville , Pa.
Dec.l7,lyr.
ain will chill his stock, and especially
All kinds o f Carriages and Wagons
when the animals are accustomed to
Built to order.
K D. FETTEROLF,
stable protection at night. They will
The best material and workmanship. Prompt back into the fence corners and shiver
attention given to every description of
Justice of the Peace
off more flesh in one day than can be
eplaced in a week.
C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
REPAIRING !
A few crotches, boards and poles,
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent,
Carriage Painting and Trimming executed in will build the frame work, and the roof
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates.
the best manner.
25au6m
may be thatched with straw or coated
with corn-stalks, for these will do much
J O H N S. HUNSICKER,
towards rendering the place comfort
able during a storm ; but we would ad
Justice of the Peace,
vise building good, substantial sheds,
RAHN STATION, PA.
where time and means can be afforded.
Conveyancer and General Business Agent.
Clerking of Sales attended to. Charges reason
Such sheds, either expensive or inex.
able.
27janpensive, will prove a good financial in
vestment, for feed will be saved and
OHN H. CASSELBERRY.
The undersigned desires to say to the milch cows be more productive, and
J
(X mile north of Trappe.)
the stock in general will go through
public that he has laid in <
the winter in much better condition. It
a fu ll stock o f
Surveyor and Conveyancer
is upon farms where winter protection
Sales clerked; sale bills prepared. Orders by
mall will receive prompt attention.
is not afforded animals, that we see the
Nov8-6m. P. O. A ddress: Limerick Square.
fences lined with hides and pelts in
FOR
MEN,
WOMEN
AND
CHILDREN,
the spring.
J
P. KOONS,

J J Y. W EBER, M. D.,

Homeopathic Physician,

Insurance and Beal Estate Apnt

L&

i, D. D. S.,

B eef,: V eal: an d : Mutton!

Jos. B. l a w , Proprietor.

C O L L E G E V IL L E !
■-------------- - o ----------------

Boots & Shoes

At the Lowest Possible Prices I

THE FLORIDA STEAM HEATER !

FERNACE SLAG AS MANURE.
J. H. Smith, our commercial agent
at Mayence, Germany, referring to the
somewhat new source of commercial
fertilizer which has been discovered in
that country, says that until of late the
slag dbtained in the working of crude
iron was considered worthless—a refuse
article to be got rid of in the best way
possible—but now 400,000 tons of it,
all Germany produces, are ground into
fine powder and sold to farmers as a
valuable fertilizer. In pig iron there
is a good deal of phosphorus, wtiich
must be removed before the iron is conerted into steel or forged. Formerly
the separation of the phosphorus from
the rough iron was difficult, but a late
improvement on the Bessemer process
has rendered the work easy, and the
slag obtained is rich in phosphoric
ime. After the iron is broken from it
it is broken up, sifted and ground into
fine dust, powder or meal, which is put
upon the market as a fertilizer under
the name of patent phosphate meal.
The slag is said to contain from
twenty-five to twenty-eight per cent, of
phosphoric acid. I t is claimed that
from the slag “a more effective fertil
izer is obtained than from bone dust or
even raw Peruvian guano,” and it is
offered to farmers in Germany “at a
price one-tbird of that of super-phos
phate containing an equal quantity of
phosphoric acid.”
There is a natural tendency to exag
gerate the merits of new discoveries ;
but even if due allowance is made for
some exaggeration in this case, the dis
covery of a cheap method of utilizing
the vast quantity of this refuse matter
must be of great benefit to the agricul
ture of the world.—New York Herald.

SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR

P riv a te R esid en ces, H o tels,
C hurches, S ch ools, &c.

! !

The stock includes a general variety of the
best made boots and shoes in the market. Also
a full line of the most desirable

R ubber B o o ts a n d S h o e s

HORSE

GOODS I !

Painter anl Paper Hauer,

Improvement in Threshers an! Cleaners
I t will revolutionize the Thresher trade. Don’t
buy until you see it. Send for Catalogue of our
Level-Tread Horse Powers, Threshers and Clean
ers, Sawing Machines, Fodder Cutters and
Crushers, Land Rollers, Harvesters, Binders,
Hay Rakes, Plows, Harrows.

The Florida Heater

WE KEEP A LARGE STOCK OF ALL KINDS
OF FARM MACHINENY.

-HAS MANY POINTS OF-

Plow Shares and Extras of various Chilled Plows.
Iron Fencing, and castings of all descriptions
made to order. Repairing and jobbing of all
kinds of machinery work promptly attended to.
All the leading varieties of Farm Machinery kept
in stock, warranted the best, Sold on reason
able terms at very lowest prices possible for good
machinery to be sold at. Catalogues free on
application. Call or address

I N TH E M A R K E T .

Is positively Safe* Easy to Manage, requires no Brick Work*
Durable* allows no Escape of Gas* all parts Duplicated*

H E E B N E R & SO N S,
Lansdale, Montgomery County, Penna.

TSoys ¿.IT} IS A S E L F COAL, F E E D E R ! Gristock & Vanderslice,
Our facilities for doing work of this kind are unsurpassed.

C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA .

We employ a

Dealers

compe'ent force of workmen, and are fully prepared to supply these heaters,
together with all the modern conveniences needed to make a house comfortable,
including hot and cold water appliances, bath tubs and wash stands.
our works and examine the Florida Heater.

White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock

Call at

LUM BER,

Will be pleased to give additional

information to any one wanting any of these improvements.

in

Various grades, dressed and undressed.

Send for circular.
S H IN G L E S , split and sawed.

Estimates furnished on application.

The Roberts Machine Company,

P IC K E T S ,

C ED A R AND

CHESTNU T

R A IL S.

L e h i g h and Schuylki ll

C ollegeville, F a .
Our Facilities for Executing-

: J

O

B

W

O

R

K

C O A L.

are such as to enable us to do strictly First-class work promptly and at reasonable prices. The
Job Work done at the I n d e pe n d en t office favorably compares with that done anywhere in
the County. Favor us with your orders antPwe will do our best to serve you well.

-

-

C O AL.

F L O T J R ,
Corn, B ran , M id d lin gs,
O ATS, L IN S E E D M E A L ,

If you have anything to sell and want to sell it and if you want your neighbors and the rest of
mankind to know that you have something to sell and want to sell it—no matter what it is—

A

D

V

E

R

T

I S E

}

AND CAKE MEAL.
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
Town and Country Paint,—second to none in
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and
fencing.

ENTERPRISE

—IN THE COLUMNS OF THE—

MARBLE WORKS!
HP‘PROY ID E E CE
Royersford* Montgomery Co, Pa.
IN D E P E N D E N T ”^

would announce to my friends and the public,
that I am now prepared to furnish all kinds of
Marble Work, at reasonable prices.

The best advertising medium in the middle section of Montgomery county. Wherever the I n d e 
pen d en t circulates it is eagerly scanned by interested readers. I t is read by at least 3500
people every week, and its circulation is steadily increasing. Money judiciously
invested In an advertisement in its columns will bring you liberal returns.
A public sale of Personal Property advertised in the I n d e pe n d en t
will not fail to attract the attention of numerous peonle
and bring together plenty of buyers. Advertise.

Ji!
Of Italian or American Marble or Granite, in
the finest and latest designs.

GALVANIZED RAILINGS,
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
ble Work, for the bases of
B U IL D IN G S, S T E P S , S IL L S , E T C ., E T C

I -^-S U B S C R IB E F O B TH F

“ P R O V ID E ÏT G E
ii^ iD iE iF iE iu n D iE n s rT ,

y y

All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
turned out at the E n ter pr ise W orks . Cali and
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto:
“Low prices and fair dealings,
R E SP E C TF U LLY,

-$1.25 per annum, in advance. You will get the worth of your money and more or less happiness
into the bargain by subscribing and paying for the I n d e pe n d e n t , the paper that stands on its
own bottom and says what it has to say without fear or favor. The I n d e pe n d en t
contains all the news of a local and general nature it can get hold of, and
all opinions worthy of space. I f you want a live, wide-awake nineteenth
century local and general newspaper with opinions of its own,
subscribe for the PROVIDENCE INDEPENDENT.

FULL STOCK OF

— COLLEGEVILLE—

READY MADE

Roller Mills

i

HARNESS!

D. Theo. Buckwalter.
June8-ly.

COLLEGEVILLE

BAKERY!
J. H. RICHARD, Prop’r.
Fresh Bread* Rolls &c.*

Of the best material and manufacture, at
EVERY MORNING.

Detwiler’s, Upper Proviflence Spare.
RUNNING
IC E C R E A M !
NIGHT
AND D A Y !

Different flavors, during the Season now open
ed. Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
short notice, on reasonable terms.

STILL BEHIND
WITH ORDERS FOR
FLOUR.

All kinds of Horse Goods selling at very low
figures.

W HIPS,
TOP-COVERS,
IM PO RTED C O LLARS.

Wm. J. THOMPSON,
—BUTCHER, AND DEALER IN THE BEST-

BEEF,=

VFÂL =
But the feed is
= M U T T 0 N ,=
piling up and no
John &. Detwiler.
place to store it.
It must be sold. YOD;
WM. J. THOMPSON,
Send in your or
BLACK ders without de
WORKING CLASSES ‘« I I ™
PHALANX, lay. It will be to URS. J, N. and J. B. ITOBENSACK, pared
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Call and examine our stock and ascertain
prices before going out of your latitude to make
your purchases. Repairing attended to promptly.

raan live a t horn*», and m ak e m ore m oney a t
work for u«* th an a t a n y th in g else in th is
woriil. C apital not needed ; you are sta rte d
free. Botti sexes ; ail ages. Any one c in do the
work. L arg e earn in g s su re from first'sta rt. Cost
ly outfit and term s tre e . B e tter n o td e la v . Costs
vou n o thing to send ns your a id ress and find out ;
if you a re w ise you w ill do so a t once. H. Hallbtt
& CO., P o rtla n d . M aine.

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL OFFICES.
40 Years Establisled.
2 0 0 TV. S e c o n d S t - . P h l l a d ’a , P a .
Regular Registered Physicians ; and are still
engaged in the treatm ent and cure of all cases
of nervous debility and special diseases. Office
hours from 8 a. m. to 2 p. m., and from 5 to 9
p. m. Closed on Sundays. Consultation also
by mail strictly confidential.
21jy

Visits Collegeville, Trappe, an,Lvicinity on Tues
day, Thursday and Saturday mornings of each
week. Thankful to the public for past favors he
invites continued patronage. Highest cash price
paid for calves.

LOWER PROVIDENCE. PA.
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n early a s much as m en. T h a t all who see th is m ay
send th e ir ad d ress, and te s t th e b usiness, we m ake
th is offer To such a s are n o t w ell satisfied we
w ill send one d o llar to pay for th e tro u b le of w r it
ing. F u ll p a rtic u la rs and o u tfit free. A ddress
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